
 

 
 
Scholarship Guidelines for the Executive MBA in Creative Leadership  

The Berlin School of Creative Leadership gUG (haftungsbeschränkt)  

Each year, the Berlin School of Creative Leadership gUG (haftungsbeschra ̈nkt) announces a number of 
scholarships to foster the advancement of creative leadership in the creative industries. Their sole purpose is 
for their winners and finalists to attend the Executive MBA in Creative Leadership Program at the school and 
they create no other contractual or professional obligation between the parties involved unless otherwise 
specified and agreed upon in a separate document. Scholarships are offered across a range of sectors 
(branding, music, radio, games, news media and television among others) and geographical locations. They 
can be either in the amount of the full tuition fees or in the form of a partial scholarship.  

The amount and conditions of the scholarships will be clearly indicated in the application form, website and 
any other material where these are advertised. Scholarships will be announced approximately 5 months 
before the module for which they are intended.  

How to apply  

In order to apply, the applicant must submit a completed application form and, where required, answer a 
purposely-formulated question focusing on industry-specific issues, the nature of which will depend on each 
scholarship.  

Applications should be submitted following the format provided by the Berlin School. Late applications and 
those submitted in any other form will not be accepted. Applications must include all necessary details of the 
candidate, including but not limited to: personal details, current CV, personal statement, academic records 
and (where required) a thesis proposal. The statement related to the scholarship question will form part of the 
application submitted by each candidate and will be reviewed by the Admissions Review Committee of the 
Berlin School of Creative Leadership plus any other external judges depending on the partnering institutions.  

Scholarship conditions  

• Scholarships are available to anyone, irrespective of age, gender, race, religion or country of origin 
and residence. 

• Scholarships are only available to prospective participants of the eMBA and not to those already 
enrolled. 

• Specific eligibility criteria and requirements will be specified for each announced scholarship (along 
with a purposely-formulated question, where required). 

• Winners and scholarship recipients will be asked to sign a Scholarship Code of Conduct.  
• The recipients have to demonstrate an outstanding track record in their respective fields.  
• Only candidates whose applications were accepted and admitted by the Berlin School of Creative 

Leadership can be eligible as scholarship recipients.  
• The Berlin School of Creative Leadership reserves the right to establish the number of finalists, semi-

finalists and “special mention” holders and the amounts awarded to them. 
• Scholarships are valid for one intake only and cannot be carried forward to a future intake.  
• Hotel accommodation and travel costs are not covered unless otherwise specified.  
• The scholarship cannot be paid out in cash and cannot be transferred to another person.  
• The Berlin School reserves the right not to disclose to other applicants the reasons why their 

applications were not successful.  
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